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specific tools, one private and one
public, have been created for easily
discovering, tracking, and reporting
employee travel. Created by Time and
Attendance Solutions (TAS) Canada for
Viale Software, the easy-to-use
software and mobile apps have been
revised to highlight travel by location
and in locations that are rated “unsafe.”
Employees, supervisors, and managers
can be alerted when their staff arrive at
an “unsafe location” and when they
depart. They can be alerted using one of
the following tools: 1. “My Travel E-
mail” Alerts employees whenever they
travel to an unsafe location. You can
dictate to your employees how often
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they are alerted. 2. “My Travel App”
alerts employees when they travel to, or
depart from, an unsafe location. This
tool can be configured for daily,
weekly, or monthly alerts. 3. “TAS
Mobile App” provides users with a
route map indicating when, and where,
each employee visited an unsafe
location. Both the “My Travel E-mail”
and “My Travel App” tools are
provided free of charge. The TAS
Mobile App is a pay-for-service
offering. For more information, visit
www.TASTravelAlert.ca My Tools for
discovering and tracking employee
travel With the TAS Travel Alerts tool,
not only is it easy to discover where
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employees are located at any time, but
it is also easy to track the location they
were visiting at any time. Employees
can review 82138339de
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